The reduction of false alarms caused by boundary reverberation is one of the major challenges confronting active acoustic systems used for submarine surveillance. Scatterer depth serves as a powerful discriminant for distinguishing false target echoes reflecting from the surface or the bottom from actual targets located within the water column. Active matched field processing provides a technique for estimating the scatterer depth by comparing the measured acoustic data with a series of modeled replicas generated assuming different scatterer depths. This paper considers active matched field processing to estimate the depth of a scatterer (range is assumed known from the delay time of the echo) using a single receive hydrophore. Since matched field processing is sensitive to environmental mismatch, the search space is expanded to include both the scatterer depth and the unknown environmental parameters. Simulated annealing is used to efficiently search the parameter space for the optimal solution. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique to accurately estimate scatterer depth with limited environmental data.
INTRODUCTION
Distinguishing false contacts from actual target echoes is one of the major challenges confronting active sonar systems. This problem has become even more important due to the recent emphasis on littoral water operations. In such environments, discrete reverberation from isolated scatterers located on the ocean bottom can produce target-like echoes and reduce the detectability of actual target echoes. Typical processing systems include a post-detection hforrnation processing stage which attempts to classi~an echo as either a submarine target or a non-submarine false contact. Such processors typically use a number of rules that cluster returns in range and bearing, examine consistency in pulse shape for multi-pulse waveforms, and test for target-like motion using tracking algorithms. For Doppler sensitive waveforms, metrics based upon the contact signal-to-noise ratio coupled with the echo Doppler have proven effective (1) in reducing the false alert rate.
Depth information would serve as an additional powerful discriminant in distinguishing false contacts caused by boundary reverberation from actual submarines located within the water column. Active matched field processing provides a technique for estimating scatterer depth by comparing the measured acoustic data with a series of modeled replicas generated assuming different scatterer depths. Coupled with current classification algorithms, it is expected that the false alert rate could be substantially reduced using depth information. Unfortunately, matched field processing suffers from two well-known problems: sensitivity to unknown or inaccurate environmental data used by the acoustic propagation model in generating the modeled replicas; and, secondly, high computational requirements. The first problem has been previously addressed using the technique known as focalization (2), in which the search space is expanded to include the unknown environmental parameters. The second problem is somewhat less severe in the present case since only the limited amount of acoustic data that has been identified as containing a target-like echo through conventional front-end processing techniques (conventional beamforming, conventional matched filtering, normalization, and threshold detection) need be examined with the matched field processor. In addition, since the range and bearing of the echo can be determined from the delay time of the echo (for range) and with array processing (for bearing), the search space need only include depth and the unknown environmental parameters.
METHODOLOGY
The active matched field processing algorithm considered here estimates the depth of a scatterer by comparing the multipath structure of the received data with a series of modeled replicas. For simplicity, we assume only a single receive hydrophore co-located with the point source. In addition, the bathymetry is assumed flat, although the bathyme~can be included in the search if it is unknown. A series of range dependent sound velocity profiles (SVPS) are used to generate a simulated echo return from a point scatterer located within the water column. The matched field processor is then provided with this "data echo" and a subset of the SVPS used to generate it. The processor attempts to determine the depth of the target by generating a series of modeled replicas, using both the known SVPS provided to it along with estimates for the unknown SVPS, by hypothesizing different scatterer depths. The scatterer depth is determined by comparing the modeled replicas with the data echo and choosing the depth for which the replica best matches the data echo. The unknown SVPS are then randomly perturbed and the calculation is repeated. If the correlation between replica and data is improved, the random perturbation to the unknown SVPS is retained. Otherwise, the random perturbation is rejected and the process is repeated with another random perturbation. The method of simulated annealing modifies the above technique by occasionally accepting perturbations that decreae the correlation in an attempt to escape local minima in the search.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To demonstrate the matched field processing algorithm described above, the following simulation was performed. A flat ocean bottom with depth 400 m was assumed. Six SVPS at ranges of O, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 10 nautical miles from the co-located point source/receiver were obtained and used throughout the simulation. The source/receiver was at a depth of 100 m and transmitted a broadband pulse extending from 100-150 Hz. A range dependent coupled mode propagation model, provided with all six known SVPS, generated an echo assuming a point target at a range of 11 nautical miles and a depth of 200 m. This data echo and only the three SVPS at ranges O, 5, and 10 nautical miles were provided to the matched field processor. To estimate the depth of the scatterer, the processor first estimates the three unknown SVPS at the ranges 3, 6, and 7 nautical miles before generating the replicas hypothesizing target depths over the entire 400 m water column in 25 m increments. Here, the search over the u&nown SVPS was parametrized using empirical orthogonal functions (2) obtained from the three known SVPS. At each iteration, the three unknown SVPS were randomly perturbed and a new set of modeled replicas assuming different depth hypotheses were generated. Correlations were computed between the replicas and the data echo to determine the best depth estimate for this set of SVPS. If the correlation was increased, the random perturbation to the SVPS was retained and the process continued. If the correlation was decreased, the random perturbation was probabilistically accepted in an attempt to transition out of local minima in the search space. The probability of accepting such perturbations is reduced with each successive iteration. Figure 1 shows the results from this simulation. Here, the correlation between the data echo and the "best replica" increases monotonically (no perturbations that decrease the correlation were accepted) to a value very near one. The depth estimate is seen to converge immediately to the correct target depth of 200 m. It should be noted that the SVPS used for this simulation were-upward refra~ting and hence had little bottom interaction. The ability to determine the depth of a scatterer with unknown environmental parameters using broadband active matched field processing has been demonstrated. However, the SVPS considered were upward refracting; future efforts will concentrate on more challenging environments with significant bottom interaction. Wile an accurate depth estimate for the target is desirable, it should be noted that only discriminating between boundary (surface or bottom) echoes and target-like (located within the water column) echoes is required as a classification clue, RE~RENCES 1. Hecht, D.C., Journal of Undewater Acoustics 46, (1996) .
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